Let H be a separable Hilbert space over R (dim (H) is finite or infinite) , H a be the algebraic dual space of H,
§1. Introduction
Let j« be a rotationally quasi-invariant probability measure on the dual measurable space (H a , 83) . i.e., IJL is absolutely continuous with respect to ftu for each U^O(H), where ^c/= (^Q t U) is the image measure of ^ by the map *U~l.
Then a canonical representation (R u , L% (H a ) ) of 0 (H) arises such as
where ^ is a 1-cocycle defined on // ff X 0 (H ) . Another representation with 1-cocycles appears in the following situation which is analogous to the representations of commutation relations in quantum mechanics.
Suppose that V(h) and T(U) (h e H, U^O(H))
are given as unitary representations on a Hilbert space X and that they satisfy the following two conditions.
(c.5) V is cyclic and V(h) is continuous on every finite dimensional subspace of H.
(c.6) For *h^H, y U^O 
(H), T (U) V (h) = V (Uh) T (U) .
(it may be appropriate to say that this pair of representations is a representation of semi-direct product of H and 0 (H) .)
(1) Then the representations are realized on L%(H a ) as the following manner with a rotationally quasi-invariant probability measure (j. on (H a , SB) and a 1-cocycle 6.
(1.1)
where {/i, x) is the duality bracket for h ^ H and x ^ # 0 . Moreover T is continuous, if and only if so is 6.
In fact, take a cyclic vector e^ffl with norm 1 and form a function (V(ti)e, e)% of h^H. It is positive definite and continuous in the sense stated in (c.5). In virtue of Bochner's theorem we have a probability measure (j. on (H a , 33) such that (
1.3) (V(h)e,e)= f exp (i (h, x) ) fjL (dx) .
J H<*
Hence a map
W : fj V (hi) e e X "->a y exp (i (hj, x)') e L" (H 0 ) , y=i j=i is well defined (a ; -are scalars), it is extended as a unitary operator on the whole space, and ( and the work of realization is complete. We claim further the following statements without proofs. (3) (V, T) is equivalent to (V f , T') if and only if fJL -/JL and 6 and ff are mutually equivalent, where the equivalence for 1-cocycles means that
1.4) V(h): = WV(h) W~1:f(x)
holds for fjL~a.e.x with some ^-measurable function 0 with modulus 1. Such a 1-cocycle 0('[7 • )/0( ° ) is called a l~coboundary and it will be denoted by 6$. By the above, the pair of such representations (V, T) is completely determined by rotationally quasi-invariant measures // and 1-cocycles 6. We wish to describe their structures. Now the following facts are already obtained.
(4) Any rotationally quasi-invariant measure fj. is equivalent to some rotationally invariant measure. (See, [6] .) (5) Any rotationally invariant measure ^ is a superposition of j c (c e [0,°°) ), where j c (c>0) is the uniform measure on the sphere of radious c in the finite dimensional case and is the standard Gaussian measure with mean 0 and variance c 2 in the infinite dimensional case, and 70 is the Dirac measure at the origin. (See, [5, 8] .) Thus a factor from measures is completely determined and the ambiguity left for us is a factor from 1-cocycles. It is desirable to classify them with some method. Fortunately we found that they are characterized as 1-coboundaries. (Thus, the equivalence of these representations are reduced to the equivalence of corresponding measures.) This is a main purpose of the present paper.
Here we have something to say about the finite dimensional case in which there are similar arguments with our results by some authors, for example [2] . However they are slightly different from our ones in several points such as cocycle conditions, measurable assumptions, etc. So we will state them in our style for distinction as well as for completeness.
The proofs for the finite dimensional case and for the infinite dimensional case are carried out in Section 2 and in Section 3, respectively. They are completely independent of each other and each of them is deduced from the characteristic properties of finite and infinite dimensional spaces, respectively.
Besides 
for fji-a.e.U. The measurable function fc c (#) satisfies
for all #, flfi, #2 e G e . Namely, fe c is a measurable character on G g , so it is continuous, and in virtue of the classical results for n>4 k c is equal to the identity for w~a.e.c. Consequently we have for w-a. for y-a.e.f/. In this way, we have for wa.e.c, , we can easily checked that 0(x, t/) = ^>/ x'xkUtrMfCr)))- 1 . CW A Since % is a measurable character of SO (n -1) and n>4, so X -1 and the conclusion follows.
However the above situation is different from the assumption of Theorem 2.1 in various points such as the cocycle conditions, measurabilities and supports of measures.
Remark 2.2. For w = 3, this assertion does not hold in general as is seen by Proposition 1.7 in [2] . The typical counter example is, using the above notation, where % is any non trivial continuous character on SO (2) . These 6 X are all continuous. It is a continuous 1 -cocycle on 0(n) as is easily seen. 
Proof. It is obvious " (2) => (l) ". We prove the converse relation. To begin with, let us restrict 6 to SO (n) . Then some function 0 exists such that
for ££~a.e.x. This equality is true even in the exceptional case for n = 3, because the proof of Lemma 2.2 works validly in this case, though we omit the detail of it. Next take any T Q^0 (n)\SO(n) and fix it. We have for any U^SO(n), 
Compairing the right hand side of the above two equalities, we get for all soM, Proof. We shall divide the proof into 4-steps.
(l) First we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3*2. Let h\,°-°, h n ,"° be a c.o.n.s. in H. Take any U n^0 (H) such that U n ( §p{hi,'",h n }) -L Sp Oii,°°°,/i w } for each n. Then if there exists some (p L %(H a ) such that (6(x, U n } <p( t U n x}} n has a non zero weak limit point, then somê -measurable non zero function <p^L%(H a ) exists such that T (U) <p = (j) for all 0 (H) , where T ([/) 0 (x)'-= 0(x, U) (f) P
roof. To begin with, we claim that (p can be taken as a bounded function, say (p. In fact, for e-= H|/2, where w is the non zero weak limit point of {6(x, Un^V^Unx)}^ there exists a step function 0 such that \\<p -(/)\\<€. So there exists a weak limit point of (6(x, U n ) 0Cf/»r)} w in the e-neighbourhood of w. If necessary, taking a subsequence we may assume that 6(x, U n ) 0('[/ M x)-*0(x) in the weak topology. Nothing that for any U^0(k) := {U^O (H) \U = ld on Sp {hi,---, hk}-1 }, U^UUn-^ld in the strong topology, we have
Therefore using M: = sup x |0 (x) |, we get
It follows that by the well known property of weak convergence,
for /jt-a.e.x. Since Oo(H):= U" = iO(fe) is dense in 0(H), so we have for all
for ^-a.e. x. D (II) Take any e^R such that 0<e<l. Then by the continuity of 6, there exists some d^N such that f |l-0(r, J^a for all U^O(H) such that Uhj = hj (1 <;" <d). Here we take 14 for each n such that and Vnhj = hj (j Since ||0( • , V n ) -1|| 2^£ , so any weak limit point 2 of (6( • , V n )} n is non zero. Put
Then Vn l UV n converges strongly to Id for all U^O(d) L no 0 (H), so repeating a similar argument in (l) we have 0(x, ifiA^Ux) =^(x) for ^-a.e.x. As 0(d)
for //-a.e. x.
(ill) Take any n^N and set U n for each n as follows.
Moreover we take an isometric operator 5 on H such that Shj = h d +j 0 :~ 1,°"). Then we have (3.6) V n S = SUn (n = l,-)-Now we extend T( ° } for an isometric operator R. Take a sequence {R n } n such that lim« R n = R in the strong topology. Then
J H<*
Since flJT 1 !?*->Id (n, w-»°°), so {0( • , /? n )} n ciLS(/P I ) forms a Cauchy sequence. We denote the limit by 6(x, R) . Of course 0(x, R) does not depend on a particular choice of [R n }n-Further it is easy to see that
for all/^lJC^f*), because ^ is ^-invariant. We define T(J?) as follows. 
M «
In particular, we have from (3.6)
T(Vn)T(S}=T(S)T(Un).
Taking the adjoints and noting that Un l -U n , Vn
8) T(S)*T(V H )=T(Un)T(S)*.
Therefore for all/, g^L Thus letting n tend to °°, we have </,0>2 = 0 from the assumption of reductio ad absurdum. It follows directly that for y-a.e-r. Put Let fi be a rotationally invariant probability measure, which is denoted by (3 . 14) . In this subsection we consider the structure of the standard representation, As we have already seen, general representations with 1-cocycles are all equivalent to these R u (U) . Put 
